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Abstract: The Laser Interferometer Space Antenna (LISA) will measure gravitational waves by
utilizing inter-satellite laser links between three triangularly-arranged spacecraft in heliocentric
orbits. Each spacecraft will house two separate optical benches and needs to establish a phase
reference between the two optical benches which requires a bidirectional optical connection, e.g.
a fiber connection. The sensitivity of the reference interferometers, and thus of the gravitational
wave measurement, could be hampered by backscattering of laser light within optical fibers.
It is not yet clear if the backscatter within the fibers will remain constant during the mission
duration, or if it will increase due to ionizing radiation in the space environment. Here we report
the results of tests on two different fiber types under increasing intensities of ionizing radiation:
SM98-PS-U40D by Fujikura, a polarization maintaining fiber, and HB1060Z by Fibercore,
a polarizing fiber. We found that both types react differently to the ionizing radiation: The
polarization maintaining fibers show a backscatter of about 7 ppm·m−1 which remains constant
over increasing exposure. The polarizing fibers show about three times as much backscatter,
which also remains constant over increasing exposure. However, the polarizing fibers show a
significant degradation in transmission, which is reduced to about one third.
Published by The Optical Society under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. Further
distribution of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the published article’s title, journal
citation, and DOI.

1.

Introduction

The Laser Interferometer Space Antenna (LISA) will access a different frequency band of
gravitational waves than ground based detectors [1,2]. Three spacecraft will form an equilateral
triangle in heliocentric orbit at about 1 AU, trailing Earth by about 20◦ . Each spacecraft houses
two individual, movable optical sub-assemblies (MOSA) to compensate the angular shifts between
the spacecraft of ±1.5 ◦ over the orbit [3,4].
An optical connection between the two individual MOSA establishes a phase reference and is
critical for the performance to be achieved after applying time-delay interferometry [5]. This
connection is often referred to as "the backlink". A straightforward implementation of this is a
bidirectional fiber connection [6,7]. However, Rayleigh scattering within the fibers was found to
be a critical factor as the scattered light travels along the beam in the backward direction and
produces a spurious interference with fluctuating phase and, therefore, limits the performance.
Previous experiments suggested a linear dependency between the backscattered power and the
fiber length in the order of 4 ppm·m−1 for short fiber lengths [7,8]. The understanding of the
backscatter induced noise and the previous experimental results make it clear that a backscatter
level on the same order of magnitude can be accounted for in a direct fiber connection backlink
design [7]. However, in case of a significant further increase, leading to noise predictions that
cannot be tuned below the picometer level requirement by changing design parameters such as
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cable length, one would need to implement another, more complex backlink implementation [6].
In space, the fibers will be exposed to ionizing radiation, mostly solar protons. Assuming 1 mm
aluminium equivalent shielding for the spacecraft results in an expected total ionizing dose of
about 0.63 kGy reaching the fibers within the spacecraft over the extended mission duration. This
total ionizing dose results from the integrated proton flux of 1.08 · 1012 p · cm−2 reaching the
satellites over the extended mission duration [9,10].
Exposure to ionizing radiation can cause an increase of the fiber’s attenuation depending on the
fiber used. This arises from the formation of color centers within the fiber’s lattice [11]. Color
centers absorb a fraction of the transmitted photons and scatter these in random directions [12].
Therefore, the backscattered power may increase as a result of an increasing number of color
centers within the fiber, which would be a major risk and hamper the performance of the LISA
backlink. Here we report on fiber backscatter measurements addressing this risk by successively
exposing the fibers to increasing amounts of ionizing radiation and measuring the backscatter
afterwards. The measured backscatter and its behavior under exposure to ionizing radiation will
have a determining influence on the implementation of the LISA backlink.
2.

Optical setup

Fig. 1 illustrates the optical setup used to measure the fiber backscatter. The underlying
measurement principle is a heterodyne Mach-Zehnder interferometer. We used a 500 mW
fiber-coupled Mephisto NPRO laser from Coherent to operate the optical setup and chose a
heterodyne frequency fhet = 5 kHz. The laser preparation generates two beams: the sigal beam
(S) and the local oscillator (LO). Both beams pass a polarizer with an extinction ratio of 108 and
leave the laser preparation in the s-polarized state.
A photo detector placed in one of the interferometers’ output ports detects an optical signal
corresponding to the following voltage [13]:
UPD = k · (ADC + AAC · cos(ωhet t + ϕ))

(1)

In this equation k is a proportionality constant combining the properties of the photo detector and
ωhet the angular heterodyne frequency. ADC describes the mean optical power impinging onto
the photo detector, whilst AAC describes half the difference between maximum and minimum
optical power on the photo detector. These are given as:
ADC = ρ2 P1 + τ 2 P2
p
AAC = ρτ ηP1 P2 .

(2)
(3)

Here, P1 and P2 denote the optical powers of the interfering beams in front of the recombining
beamsplitter which has an amplitude reflectivity ρ and transmittivity τ. Whilst η denotes the
heterodyne efficiency, which is a measure of the interference quality, e.g. mode and polarization
overlap.
During the measurement campaign we investigated two different fiber types: A polarization
maintaining fiber (PM) - SM98-PS-U40D by Fujikura and a polarizing fiber (PZ) - HB1060Z by
Fibercore. The former is the successor product of the fiber type used in LISA Pathfinder [14], the
latter is an alternative to PM fibers due to its polarizing properties and thus a possible remedy to
address the polarization fluctuations observed in LISA Pathfinder [15] and LISA bread boarding
[16]. All fibers under test had no jacket, a length L = 4 m and used FC/APC connectors to
minimize spoiling of the measurement by a reflection at the fiber interface. In all measurements
the s-polarized signal beam was coupled into the slow axis of the fiber under test and all fiber
couplers were aligned such, that out coupled light was also s-polarized. A residual coupling of
light into the fast axis of the fibers due to small misalignments was discarded and found to be
negligible for the here presented analysis.
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Fig. 1. Simplified sketch of the experimental setup used to measure the backscatter. Part (a)
shows the laser preparation. The light emitted by a Nd:YAG laser is split into two beams:
The signal beam (S) and the local oscillator (LO). With two acousto optic modulators the
LO is shifted by 5 kHz with respect to S. Both beams are stabilized in amplitude using a
PI-controller and one of the AOMs or a voltage controlled optical attenuator, respectively.
Part (b) shows the "calibration mode", here S is coupled into the fiber under test at port
B. The LO is then aligned to the beam transmitted through the fiber which resembles the
mode of the backscattered light. The measured signal at the photo detector BS_het is used
to calculate the heterodyne efficiency. The last measurement step, the "backscatter mode" is
depicted in part (c). Here the backscattered light (dashed line) interferes with the LO and
with the resulting amplitude measured on the photo detector BS_het the backscattered power
is reconstructed.

Three fiber coils have been prepared for the measurements (C1, C2, C3) and each coil hosts
four fibers, two of each type. The fiber assignment to each coil is depicted in Table 1. However,
the fiber PM3 was damaged during handling and is therefore excluded from the evaluation. A
measurement consists of two steps: The first step is the so called "calibration mode" as shown
in Fig. 1(b). In this mode the signal beam is transmitted through the fiber under test from
port B to port A. This is used to maximize the heterodyne efficiency η and measure it using
the photo detector BS_het. This is followed by a swap to the "backscatter mode" which is
depicted in Fig. 1(c). In this mode the backscatter signal is measured by injecting light into
port A and amplifying the backscattered signal with the LO. The resulting heterodyne signal is
measured on the photo detector BS_het. In addition, the transmitted power is monitored with
Table 1. Assignment of the fibers to the different coils. This also includes the planned
radiation for the given coils.
Coil

PM fibers

PZ fibers

Irradiation

C1

PM1, PM2

PZ1, PZ2

Both

C2

PM3, PM4

PZ3, PZ4

Gamma

C3

PM5, PM6

PZ5, PZ6

Neutron
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the photo detector TX_mon. A conservative measurement of backscatter was performed by
stimulating the worst case scenario of a temperature varying fiber. To achieve this the fibers were
wound on aluminium coils for better thermal contact which, however, also results in undesired
mechanical stress due to the thermal expansion of the aluminium. As mechanical stress can result
in additional transmission losses [17,18] the backscattered power might increase in consequence.
The modulation of temperature and mechanical stress can generally also influence the polarization
within the fiber, but such influences are small in PM fibers and not relevant for the measurements
presented here, because we only use the slow-axis and any stress or temperature effect would
need to cross couple large amounts of light into the fast-axis to generate relevant effects.
The temperature of the fiber coil was varied sinusoidal by ±1 K around the mean temperature
Tcoil = 21 ◦ C. The temperature modulation was applied at a frequency of 0.02 Hz. Furthermore,
a continuous sweep of the laser frequency was performed to change the interference condition
between color centers within the fiber which act as spurious etalons, creating a speckle-like
pattern. This frequency sweep was performed with a period of 10 s and a change of the laser
frequency by about 26 MHz, which equals the free spectral range of a cavity of the fiber length.
3.

Irradiation

The exposure levels were chosen in accordance to [10] such that at least the expected levels for
the extended mission duration are reached. Although the key contributions to exposure in space
are from solar protons, we used gamma and neutron irradiation, due to availability, gamma for the
ionization and neutrons for the displacement effects, to mimic protons. The target exposures are
Dref = 0.63 kGy

(4)

Φref = 1.08 · 1012 n · cm−2

(5)

for gamma and neutron irradiation, respectively. A Co-60 source was used to provide the gamma
Û = 340 Gy·h−1 . The neutrons
irradiation with a dose rate applied to the fibers under test of D
Û = 1.26 · 1011 n·cm−2 ·h−1 .
were generated in a cold deuterium-tritium fusion with a flux rate Φ
Both types of exposure were performed at the facilities of Fraunhofer Institute for Technological
Trend Analysis (INT).
To measure the backscatter of the fibers under test for the intermediate values, the radiation
process was interrupted by a measurement run for all fibers on the radiated coil. These
measurements were performed within two hours after interrupting the exposure to keep annealing
effects low. Thus, the time between interrupting the exposure and performing the backscatter
measurement varies for the different fibers. The intended irradiation for the different coils is
denoted in Table 1, where "both" indicates that the fibers under test were first exposed to gamma
irradiation up to the maximum tested value and afterwards were exposed to the neutrons.
4.
4.1.

Results
Data evaluation

Using the heterodyne amplitude UAC,cal obtained in the calibration mode measurement on the
photo detector BS_het, the heterodyne efficiency of the interferometer can be calculated using
Eq. (3), and is given as
2
UAC,cal
1
η= 2
·
(6)
RTIA R 2 4PLO Pcal τ 2 ρ2
where PLO and Pcal are the powers of the local oscillator and the calibration beam, respectively.
These are measured in front of the recombination beamsplitter. Furthermore, RTIA represents the
feedback resistor used in the transimpedance amplifier and R describes the responsivity of the
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photo diode. Using the calculated heterodyne efficiency and the heterodyne amplitude measured
in the backscatter mode, the backscattered power is reconstructed to
Pbs =

2
UAC,bs

R2TIA R 2

·

1
.
2
4ηPLO ρ2 τ 2 τpp

(7)

Here, UAC,bs denotes the measured heterodyne amplitude in the backscatter mode measured on the
photo detector BS_het. The backscattered signal propagates through an additional beamsplitter
which is taken into account by the factor τpp . For comparison purposes, the backscattered power
Pbs is scaled with the power transmitted through the fiber PTX . This yields a relative value in
parts-per-million for the backscattered power. The backscatter measurements were performed
with heterodyne efficiencies around η ' 0.5 which were achieved during calibration.
A time-series of a typical measurement is shown in Fig. 2. This clearly depicts the random
behavior of the scattering within the fiber. Both fiber temperature and laser frequency modulation
change the interference condition between color centers within the fiber which results in the shown
behavior of the backscattered power. We use the peak value observed over the measurement time
to describe the given measurement; in the case shown this is 10.4 ± 2.7 ppm.
The measurement uncertainty is calculated using propagation of uncertainty [19,20] given as
v
t
Õ  ∂X  2
sX =
s2vk .
(8)
∂v
k
k
In this equation sX is the uncertainty of the value X. vk are the variables the size X depends on
and svk are the corresponding uncertainties. This is performed twice, first for the heterodyne

Fig. 2. Typical time-series of the backscatter measurement with active temperature and
frequency modulation: Here, the random scattering behavior within the fiber is clearly visibly.
The maximum value of this time-series is used to describe the given measurement step.
In this case the measurement results in a backscatter of 10.4 ± 2.7 ppm. The temperature
modulation of the fiber coil is depicted as well. The missing data at the beginning and the
end of the temperature time-series is a result of manually starting and stopping the two
involved systems.
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efficiency (sη ) and afterwards for the backscattered power (sPLO ), as the latter depends on the
former.
4.2.

Polarization-maintaining fiber

Fig. 3 shows the results of the measurements with the PM fibers, divided in three columns. These
columns show the results for the different ways the fibers were exposed to radiation: The left
column shows the data taken after exposure to gamma radiation, the center column shows the
measurements made after exposure to neutrons, and the right column shows the data for the fibers
that were first exposed to the full dose of gamma radiation and then had an additional exposure
to neutrons. The upper row of the plot shows the respective backscatter measurement while
the lower row depicts the measurement of the transmitted power (with only minimal variation).
The peak backscatter values for the three measurement groups are all overlapping within the
respective measurement error: 17.1 ± 4.8 ppm in case of gamma radiation, 16.9 ± 4.6 ppm in
case of exposure to neutrons and 20.3 ± 5.4 ppm for the combined exposure. The measurements
suggest that the backscattered power remains constant over the increasing exposure for both types
of radiation within the limits tested here. The transmitted power remains constant as well for both
types of radiation. The coupling to the fiber is limited by not optimal mode matching, therefore,
the maximum transmission measureable is around 70 % of the power impinging on the fiber’s
end.
4.3.

Polarizing fiber

Fig. 4 shows the results of the measurement using the PZ fibers, Fibercore HB1060Z. The
assignment of the columns to the different types of radiation is the same as in Fig. 3. The upper
row depicts the backscatter measurements while the lower row depicts the transmitted power. For
the PZ fibers the peak backscatter values are: 41.1 ± 12.4 ppm in case of exposure to gamma
radiation, 44.7 ± 12.5 ppm for the exposure to neutrons and 52.3 ± 16.2 ppm in the combined case.
The measurements show that, similar to the PM fibers, the backscattered power remains constant
within our measurement error. However, the transmitted power decreases significantly over the
increasing exposure for both types of radiation. In the combined case the transmission appears
to be either constant or decreasing only marginally. This is a result of the way the combined
radiation was performed and consequently dominated by the effect of the full gamma exposure
beforehand.
4.4.

Summary

Table 2 lists the measured backscatter peak values obtained in the different measurement groups.
The worst case measurement of the PM fibers is at 25.7 ppm, which corresponds to 6.43 ppm·m−1 .
We obtained this value by adding the measured value and the corresponding measurement error
from Table 2. The PZ fibers show a higher backscatter than the PM fibers by about a factor of
three, here the maximum measurement is 68.5 ppm which corresponds to 17.13 ppm·m−1 .
Additionally, we fitted a negative exponential distribution to all our measurements as the
backscattered power follows this type of distribution [21]. This results in a value of the µparameter describing the measurement. The mean value of this parameter for each type of
exposure and fiber and the corresponding standard deviation are also listed in Table 2. The values
of the µ-parameter remained constant over the increasing exposure as well.
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Fig. 3. Results of the measurement with the PM fibers, Fujikura SM98-PS-U40D. The
upper row of plots depicts the measured backscatter and the lower row the transmission
measured at the same step. The left column depicts the results after exposure to gamma
radiation and the central column shows the measurements after exposure to neutrons. The
right column depicts the data taken for some fibers that were first exposed to gamma radiation
and afterwards exposed to neutrons. Overall, the measurements with the PM fibers do
not show an increase of backscattered light within the measurement error. Moreover, the
transmission remains unchanged within the measurement error.

Table 2. Highest backscatter values and mean µ-parameters of the fit to a negative exponential
distribution observed during the measurement campaign. For the peak values the measurement
error is added and for the µ-parameter the standard deviation of these is added. The values of the
polarizing fibers are between two and three times higher than those of the polarization maintaining
fibers.
Peak backscatter [ppm]

Mean µ-parameter [ppm]

Radiation type

PM fibers

PZ fibers

PM fibers

PZ fibers

Gamma

17.1 ± 4.8

41.1 ± 12.4

2.02 ± 1.14

6.58 ± 2.55

Neutron

16.9 ± 4.6

44.7 ± 12.5

2.11 ± 0.33

5.93 ± 1.90

Gamma+Neutron

20.3 ± 5.4

52.3 ± 16.2

2.11 ± 0.55

5.69 ± 1.99
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Fig. 4. Results of the measurements with the PZ fibers, Fibercore HB1060Z. Exposing
these to gamma irradiation and neutrons does not cause a change of the backscattered power
within our measurement accuracy. However, an increase in attenuation is observed as the
transmission decreases to about one third. The transmission decrease in the "combined"
case is dominated by the effect of the exposure to gamma radiation. The transmission
measurements in the case of neutron radiation at 3.2 · 1011 n·cm−2 is a measurement error
(these are marked by a red circle). Excluding this measurement, the decrease of transmission
is qualitatively equal to the decrease observed in the case of exposure to gamma radiation.
The exposure to about 2 kGy is roughly equivalent to the full neutron exposure.
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Conclusion

We have presented a first irradiation testing of the candidate LISA backlink fibers to mimic the
effects of the space environment on the backscatter levels. Our measurements show that the
backscattered power of the two types of optical fibers under test remains constant over increasing
exposure to ionizing radiation. This implies that a bidirectional optical fiber connection, like
the LISA backlink, will not be hampered additionally by an increase of backscattered power
induced by radiation for the given fiber types. Furthermore, the level of backscatter observed
here can be accounted for in a direct fiber backlink design and agrees with the independent
measurements in [8]. Our measurements show that the polarizing fiber (Fibercore HB1060Z)
show more backscatter than the polarization maintaining fiber (Fujikura SM98-PS-U40D). A
probable cause for this is the internal structure of the polarizing fibers which feature a different
form of stress rods than the polarization maintaining fibers. It is also possible that this is caused
by the environment during the fiber drawing process [22] and a subsequent increase in color
centers within the fiber.
Furthermore, we observed a decrease in transmission for the polarizing fibers which shows
that this fiber type is not radiation hard. This disqualifies these as a viable alternative to the tested
polarization maintaining fiber which does not show a decrease in transmission.
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